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The Rights Denise Levertov

I want to give you
something I’ve made

some words on a page—as if
to say “Here are some blue beads”
or, “Here’s a bright red leaf I found on
the sidewalk” (because

to find is to choose, and choice 
is made). but it’s difficult:

so far I’ve found
nothing but the wish to give. Or

copies of old words? Cheap
and cruel; also senseless:

Take
this instead, perhaps—a half-
promise: If

I ever write
a poem of a certain temper

(wilful, tender, evasive,
sad & rakish)

I’ll give it to you.

Lost Times Francis Richardson

For each one who dies
a babe is born
to replace, replenish the race.
Nature’s way, the cycle
of things past, things to be.
We love that baby.
The children bear children,
and become their elders.
How strange it may seem.
But we loved Sam, and Abe.
We could not replace the memory
with other thoughts
and we cannot stop the loss.
Others will be taken. Without the chance
to say the right words
Or make up for lost times.

Cancion Denise Levertov

When I am the sky
a glittering bird
slashes at me with the knives of songs.

When I am the sea
fiery clouds plunge into my mirrors,
fracture my smooth breath with crimson sobbing.

When I am the earth
I feel my flesh of rock wearing down:
pebbles, grit, finest dust, nothing.

When I am a woman—O, when I am
a woman,
my wells of salt brim and brim,
poems force the lock of my throat.

Folding a Shirt Denise Levertov

Folding a shirt, a woman stands
still for a moment, to recall
warmth of flesh; her careful hands

heavy on a sleeve, recall
a gesture, or the touch of love;
she leans against the kitchen wall,

listening for a world of love,
but only finds a sound like fear
running through the rooms above.

With folded clothes she folds her fear,
but cannot put desire away,
and cannot make the silence hear.

Unwillingly she puts away
the bread, the wine, the knife,
smooths the bed where lovers lay,

while time’s unhesitating knife
cuts away the living hours,
the common rituals of life.
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